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Abstract. This paper presents an analysis and evaluation to verify the disadvantages of tooth 

geometry of EG drives with the involute profile. On that basis, an improved cycloid curve is 

applied to improve the irregularity and increase the teeth size distributed on the gear. Two 

prototype gear drives with the same centrodes with ellipse involute and improved cycloid 

profiles were manufactured and tested. The results showed that the EG drives with the improved 

cycloid profile allowed the design with fewer teeth than the involute profile to make the tooth 

size larger. Also, the experimental results showed that the practical versus theoretical gear ratio 

error value of the EG drives with improved cycloid profile and involute profile was 3.81 % and 

6.67 %, respectively. This verified that the EG drives with the improved cycloid profile have a 

smoother meshing process than those with the involute profile. The research results are 

significant for applying and developing the improved cycloid profile in designing and 

manufacturing EG drives requiring high torque and precision. 

Keywords: improved cycloid profile, involute profile, elliptical gear drives, geometric shapes, load 

capacity. 

Classification numbers: 5.5.1, 5.5.3, 5.6.1. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Among non-circular gears (NCGs), elliptical gears (EGs) are the most widely used due to 

their excellent performance. Elliptical gear pairs are used in various machines, mechanisms and 

equipment, flow meters, etc. In particular, they are suitable for low-speed and high-torque 

occasions, such as the frequency conversion vibrators of spacecraft and missile ground combat 

equipment and the ranging device of tank control systems [1]. Research works on the application 

of EGs can be mentioned as follows: Liu al et. proposed a pipeline robot driven by non-circular 

gear to modify harmonic inertia force to improve the mobility performance of the robot [2]; 

Prikhodko [3] investigated the dynamics of the intermittent motion conveyor mechanical system, 

with the mechanical transmission being an elliptical planetary gear train; Chen et al. [4] used an 

EG drive on silk reeling machine for better silk winding shape with more straightforward 

machine structure; Seto et al. [5] applied EG drives in the actuator to increase the 
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thermodynamic efficiency of the Stirling engine cycle; Emura and Arakawa [6] applied EGs in 

the steering mechanism of autonomous robots, this design helps to reduce the turning radius of 

the robot. In addition, Volkov et al. [7] and Liu et al. [8] used EG drives in hydraulic machine 

design, etc.; Zhou et al. designed the transplanting structure of the rice transplanter [9] and 

seedling transplanter [10] using the EGs gear system; Zhao et al. combined EGs with other 

NCGs applied in an automatic scallion seedling feeding mechanism for transplanting speed up to 

100 plants/min with a success rate was 93.4 %. [11]; Ottaviano et al. [12] studied the application 

of EGs to replace the cam mechanism of the blood pump in cardiac surgery. Thus, elliptical 

gears can also be a hotspot for research on non-uniform transmission. It is predicted that 

elliptical gears will soon be an indispensable part of many smart products that contain 

mechanical parts. Nevertheless, elliptical gear drives are very speed-sensitive, and the gear ratio 

error and stability can be improved by decreasing speed or increasing load. This problem was 

pointed out by Dong et al. through experimental research on gear ratio characteristics of 

elliptical gears [13]. 

The above discussion shows that EGs have been used to create transmitters with the desired 

gear ratio function that meets practical requirements. The meshing process between pairs of 

conjugated profiles determines the gear ratio function of the EG drives. In previous research, the 

most commonly used tooth profile was the involute curve of a circle [14-16]. Also, some studies 

used the Novikov arc [16-19] or the involute curve of an ellipse [18]. However, the above 

profiles have some disadvantages, which include: (i) A large minimum number of teeth due to 

undercutting conditions, leading to small teeth reducing the transmission capacity, and (ii) 

Tooths pointed at the small radius position of the centrode. To overcome these disadvantages, 

Bair [20] had a positive displacement of the rack cutter during the shaping process. However, 

this solution creates a gap between the teeth during the meshing process and increases the axial 

distance of the EG drives leading to the actual gear ratio function error. When the pressure angle 

is small, undercutting will occur. Liu et al. proposed a novel variable-involute and variable-

cycloid composite tooth profile based on the envelope method. The simulation results and the 

seedling picking experiment in the seedling pick-up mechanism verified that the tooth profile 

design method was feasible [21]. Through long-term and in-depth research, scholars have 

gradually perfected transmission theory and developed many excellent mechanisms with EGs. 

Recently, to increase the load capacity of the NCG drives by increasing the dimension of 

the teeth, Thai et al. [22, 23] proposed a new curve referred to as an improved cycloid to the 

tooth profile of NCG. Unlike other profiles, the improved cycloid profile allows the design with 

a larger modulus, overcoming the phenomenon of the tooth pointed at the small radius position 

of the centrode and increasing the gear drive's load capacity [24]. This paper clarifies the 

advantages of the improved cycloid profile over the involute profile in the design of EG drives. 

Two EG drives with improved cycloid profile and involute profile with the same centrodes 

parameters were designed and manufactured to investigate and mutually verify. First, the 

centrodes mathematical model of the elliptical gear drives is presented. On that basis, the design 

of the EG drives with an involute profile and improved cycloid profile is described in Section 2. 

Additionally, this content also includes investigations and comparisons of the tooth geometric 

shapes of the involute profile versus the improved cycloid profile to clarify the irregularity of the 

involute profile and the advantages of the improved cycloid profile. Section 3 presents 

experimental results on the gear ratio function characteristics of the EG drives in the two cases. 

These results are then discussed and compared with the theoretical research findings for mutual 

verification. Section 4 presents conclusions from this study, which can serve as a basis for 

applying and developing the research's results in practice. 
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2. ELLIPTICAL GEAR DRIVES DESIGN 

2.1. Centrode of the elliptical gear drives 

Consider a pair of mating ellipse centrodes Σ1 and Σ2, as shown in Figure 1. Wherein, Σ1 

and Σ2 are the same centrodes Σ of the corresponding EGs in the gear drives and are determined 

by the polar equation [25]: 
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wherein a, b are the semi-major and semi-minor axis of Σ and the polar angle  20  , 

respectively. 

Thus, the gear ratio function of the EG drives is given by [24]: 
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where 21OOA   is the distance between the rotation centers of the EG drives. 

  
                         (a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 1. Illustration of mating 

centrodes Σ1 and Σ2. 

Figure 2. Design the centrode of an EG drives with (a) the 

centrodes, (b) the gear ratio function. 

To illustrate the design method, consider EG drives with the centrode design parameters Σ: 

a = 50 mm, b = 30 mm. Instead of equation (2), we can determine the axis distance A = 80 mm. 

After calculating the number using the program written by the authors on Matlab, the centrode 

of the EG drives is described in Figure 2a, and the gear ratio function determined by the 

centrode of the EG drives is illustrated in Figure 2b. 

2.2. Generation of elliptical gears with involute profile 

The rack cutter with isosceles trapezoidal profiles shapes the involute profile for the EGs, 

as shown in Figure 3. 

The parameters of the rack cutter are determined as follows:  

1. Tooth pitch on datum line Δ of rack cutter: 
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according to equation (1), and z is the number of teeth of the EGs. 
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2. The modulus mc of the rack cutter: 
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Figure 3. Parameters of rack cutter. 

 

3. The pressure angle c  of the rack cutter: 

),(  ttc                                                           (5) 

4. The whole depth of the rack cutter: 
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Where ha, hf are the addendum and dedendum of the rack cutter, respectively, with ka and kf 

being the addendum and dedendum coefficients. 

5. Tooth thickness sc and width of space wc on the datum line Δ: 

22

cc
cc

mp
ws                                                        (7) 

6. Fillet radius co of root and tip: 

co mc 25.0                                                                 (8) 

Nevertheless, from the literature [14, 24], to avoid the undercutting phenomenon, the modulus 

cm must satisfy the inequality: 

ccm  2
min sin                                                            (9) 

Wherein
ba

ab




2
min  is the minimal radius of the centrode Σ [26]. 

From inequality (9), the minimal number of teeth for the EGs is obtained as follows: 
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                                                        (10) 

So, with the design parameters of the EG drives' centrodes as presented in Subsection 2.1. 

The design data of the rack cutter and EG drives are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 after 

satisfying the condition of undercutting avoidance.  
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Table 1. Design data of the rack cutter to generate 

the involute profile. 

Parameter Notation Unit Value 

Module mc mm 2.57 

Tooth pitch pc mm 8.08 

Pressure angle αc 
o 

20.00 

Tooth thickness sc mm 4.04 

Width of space wc mm 4.04 

Whole depth h mm 5.78 

Tooth addendum ha mm 2.57 

Tooth dedendum hf mm 3.21 
 

Table 2. Design data of EG drives with the involute 

profile. 

Parameter Notation Unit Value 

Module m mm 2.57 

Number of teeth z -- 32.00 

Tooth pitch p mm 8.08 

Tooth thickness s mm 4.04 

Width of space w mm 4.04 

Whole depth h mm 5.78 

Tooth addendum ha mm 2.57 

Tooth dedendum hf mm 3.21 
 

Figure 4 shows the design result of EG drives with involute profile after numerical 

calculation on Matlab when using the design data in Tables 1 and 2 and shaped by the kinematic 

envelope method [14, 16]. It shows the least number of teeth that can be distributed on the gear 

to the tooth size max. 

 

Figure 4. EG drives with an involute profile. 

2.3. Investigation of tooth geometric shapes for the elliptical gears with an involute profile 

Figure 4 depicts the teeth pairs involved in the meshing process when gear 1 is driven 

clockwise. Since the teeth are symmetrically distributed along the two semi-axes of the ellipse, 

the teeth on gear 1 are numbered from 1 to 8 corresponding to 17 to 10 on gear 2. Figure 5 

shows tooth geometric shapes from tooth number 1 to 8 of EGs 1. 

Observing Figure 5a, one obtains: (i) For the involute profile, the shape and size of teeth 

distributed at different positions on the EGs are not the same;  (ii) The involute profile tends to 

increase the radius of curvature from tooth number 1 to tooth number 8. In particular, at tooth 

number 8, curvature profiles degenerate into a straight line the same as the rack cutter, and (iii) 

The most significant difference is shown on the root side, especially tooth number 1 and tooth 

number 8. Consequently, when transmitting the torque from the driving gear to the driven gear, 

as shown in Figure 5b, the weakest tooth will be the tooth at number 1. 
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                                 (a)                                                                             (b) 

Figure 5. Difference between tooth profiles of EGs with an involute profile. 

To have a more accurate assessment of the difference in the geometrical shape of the 

involute profile, consider two parameters related to the tooth pointed and the bearing capacity of 

the gear drives as the thickness of the tip and root tooth. To investigate these parameters, let sa, sf 

be the tooth tip and root thickness, respectively, as described in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the 

correlation relationship between three parameters: curvature radius of the centrodes, tooth tip 

thickness, and tooth root thickness at positions from tooth 1 to tooth number 8 of gear 1, 

corresponding to teeth from 17 to 10 of gear 2. 

  
Figure 6. Illustration 

thickness of tooth tip and 

root. 

Figure 7. The tooth tip and root thickness. 

From the investigation results described in the chart, Figure 7 shows that the tooth tip 

thickness did not change much. The thickness of tooth tip number 8 increased by 14.5 % versus 

tooth number 1. Meanwhile, the tooth root thickness changed significantly, specifically, the 

thickness of tooth root number 8 increased by 31.66 % versus tooth number 1. It means that the 

teeth at minimal centrodes radius have weak roots. Thus, when designing, it is necessary to pay 

attention to this position to increase the bearing capacity of the gear drive. 

The investigation results and discussion above demonstrate that when designing EG drives 

with involute profiles to achieve high torque, it is only possible to enhance the material's 

mechanical properties but not the tooth size due to the condition of avoiding undercutting. This 
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study proposes to use an improved cycloid profile to address the abovementioned drawbacks of 

involute profiles. The next part of the paper will discuss this in more detail. 

2.4. Generation of elliptical gears with an improved cycloid profile 

From the definition in the literature [23], the improved cycloid curve ΓR is generated by a 

fixed point KR on the generated ellipse ΣE as it rolls without slipping on a line Δ, as depicted in 

Figure 8a. The mathematical equation describing the ΓR curve is determined by:  
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In equation (12): g = 0 when ΓR is above Δ and g = 1 when ΓR is below Δ; 
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and aE, bE,   20  are the major and minor axes of the generated ellipse, pole angle of the 

generated ellipse ΣE, respectively [27]. 

 

  

                                   (a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 8. Novel rack cutter with (a) illustrated improved cycloid curve, (b) rack cutter with an                   

improved cycloid profile. 

Based on the improved cycloid curve, the rack cutter with the improved cycloid profile 

generates the tooth profile of the EGs, as depicted in Figure 8b, with the design parameters 

presented in Table 3. 

Similar to EG drives with an involute profile presented in Subsection 2.2, the design data of 

the EG drives' centrodes hub obtained in Subsection 2.1 are also based on the design parameters 

in Table 3.  

After distributing the number of teeth by numerical calculation and satisfying the 

undercutting avoidance [28] on Matlab, the design data of rack cutter and EG drives are obtained 

and given in Tables 4 and 5. 
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Table 3. Design data of improved cycloid rack cutter. 

Parameter Notation Unit Value 

The semi-major axis of E aE mm -- 

The semi-minor axis of E bE mm -- 

Module mR mm 
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Whole depth h mm hf + ha 

Table 4. Design data of rack cutter with an improved 

cycloid profile. 

Parameter Notation Unit Value 

The semi-major axis of E aE mm 1.00 

The semi-minor axis of E bE mm 0.70 

Module mR mm 3.43 

Tooth pitch pR mm 10.80 

Tooth thickness sR mm 5.40 

Width of space wR mm 5.40 

Whole depth h mm 4.00 

Tooth addendum ha mm 2.00 

Tooth dedendum hf mm 2.00 
 

Table 5. Design data of EG drives with an 

improved cycloid profile. 

Parameter Notation Unit Value 

Module m mm 3.43 

Number of teeth z -- 24.00 

Tooth pitch p mm 10.80 

Tooth thickness s mm 5.40 

Width of space w mm 5.40 

Whole depth h mm 4.00 

Tooth addendum ha mm 2.00 

Tooth dedendum hf mm 2.00 
 

With the design data from Tables 4 and 5, shape the tooth profile using the kinematic 

envelope method in the literature [14, 23]. The resulting design of the EG drives with an 

improved cycloidal profile is shown in Figure 9. A comparison of the design data in Tables 2 

and 5 reveals a significant reduction in the number of teeth for the EGs, from 32 to 24. 
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                   (a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 9. EG drives with an 

improved cycloid profile. 

Figure 10. EG drives with an involute profile with (a) design error, (b) 

tooth profile interference, and tooth insertion during meshing. 

Additionally, when observing Figure 9 and Figure 4, it is easy to see that the tooth size is 

much larger in the novel design. It shows that with the same material, the method of 

manufacturing EG drives with an improved cycloid profile will make the bearing capacity 

larger. The advantages of the improved cycloid profile over the involute profile are clarified 

through the design results (shown in Figure 10) of an EG drive with an involute profile using the 

design data in Table 5 and a pressure angle αC = 20
o
. 

The design results in Figure 10 show that the EG drives with an involute profile cause tooth 

profile interference (see Figure 10b) and get tooth insertion during the meshing process (see 

Figure 10c). The analysis and discussion results presented above once again confirm the 

advantages of an improved cycloid profile over the involute profile in enhancing the bearing 

capacity of EG drives. 

3. TESTING THE MESHING PROCESS 

In reality, the tooth profile directly influences the quality of the gear ratio function when 

the gear drive is in operation. Hence, the results of experimental measurements of the meshing 

process are presented below for two prototypes manufactured by design, as shown in Figure 4 

and Figure 9.  

 

 
Figure 11. Experimental system. Figure 12. Experimental gear ratio. 

The measuring system consists of hardware devices, as shown in Figure 11, where ➊ is an 

EG drive with an improved cycloid profile, and ➋ is an EG drive with an involute profile. The 

rotational speed of the gear shafts is determined independently by the encoders with a resolution 

of 400 pulses (E6B2-CWZ6C). Measurement data from the encoders is collected through the 
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counter of a PLC (S7-1200, CPU 1214C). The data of the PLC is transmitted to the industrial 

computer (BOXER-6640-A1-1010) for processing through a software written by the authors on 

the TIA Portal V15.1 platform. A 3-phase motor (1.5Kw) drives the shaft of the active gear 

through a belt transmission, and the motor speed is controlled by a Delta inverter (VFD-

015M23A). The EG drive is lubricated by shell Gadus S2 V220-2 multi-purpose grease. 

Set the sampling period T to 0.1 sec and the motor speed to 45 rpm, corresponding to the 

frequency value f set for the inverter at 1.5 Hz. Figure 12 shows a graph of the gear ratio 

measured at 105 points during the meshing of two EG drives in 5 revolutions of the drive gear. 

From Figure 12, we can see that the geometrical shape, the value, and the empirical gear ratio 

law are similar to the theoretical gear ratio function in Figure 2b. 

  
Figure 13. Comparison of theoretical and experimental gear 

ratios for two EG drives. 

Figure 14. The error value of 

experimental versus theoretical gear 

ratios of two EG drives. 

Figure 13 compares the results obtained during the 4th cycle when the system operated 

steadily. At times ➀, ②, ③, ④, and ⑤, the relative errors between the experimental and 

theoretical results were 3.81 %, 1.52 %, 2.33 %, 0.76 %, and 3.37 %, respectively, for the 

improved cycloid profile. Meanwhile, for the involute profile, the errors were 5.43 %, 6.67 %, 

4.00 %, 2.94 %, and 6.67 %. The chart in Figure 14 below describes the experimental versus 

theoretical gear ratio error value during the meshing process of the two gear drives. 

The above experimental results indicate that the EG drives with the improved cycloid 

profile have a smoother meshing process than those with the involute profile. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

From the simulation and experimental results verification, discussion, and evaluation 

above. The main conclusions obtained from this work are as follows: (1) The improved cycloid 

profile can design with a large modulus than the involute profile resulting in a larger tooth 

dimension which increases the load capacity of the elliptical gear drives; (2) The experimental 

results have verified that the gear ratio function error of the EG drives with an involute profile is 

larger than that with the improved cycloid profile. In this particular case, the max error value of 

the EG drives gear ratio function between experimental and theoretical are 3.81 % for the 

improved cycloid profile and 6.67 % for the involute profile. It means that the improved cycloid 

profile's meshing quality has improved. 

The research results provide a theoretical basis and certain significance for applying and 

developing the improved cycloid profile in designing and manufacturing EG drives requiring 

high torque and precision. However, some aspects still need further investigation, such as the 

stress distribution, strain and pressure in the meshing process. Also, the vibration and noise of 
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the teeth that will appear in the meshing process at high speeds is also an issue worthy of further 

study. Thus, it will be considered part of our future research goals. 
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